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CHAPTEn /. / 
THE MMGMJLL ATELIER 
PART-A 
Chapter 1.1 
The Mughal Atelier 
The names of all these artists who worked for Humayun, before 
this banishment to Persia are unknown, but the establishment of 
painter, at his court may be deduced from a passage in Jauher's story'. 
"Soon after the Rana had retired, the king undressed and 
ordered his clothes to be washed, and in the mean while he wore his 
dressing gown, while thus sitting, a beautiful bird flow into the tent, the 
doors of which were immediately closed, and the bird was caught, his 
majesty then took a pair of scissors and cut same of the feather of the 
animal he then sent for a painter, and had taken a picture of the bird, 
and after wards ordered it to be released"^ 
These lines indicates that even during that difficulties time 
Humayun had painters in his attendants'. 
Bayazad Bayat, in his later year: at Kabul and Delhi, he offered 
interesting account of the painting and painters at Humayun's court. 
Some official came with him from Kabul to Delhi in 1555AD, one of is 
Dara Shekoha's establishment*. 
The organization of the imperial atelier received its particular 
mark impression under Humayun's Son, Akbar^ 
One of the premier projects of this work shop in the period of 
Akbar's reign was the Nawza nama. It is described by Arif Qandahari.' 
It is described by Aref Crandahri. 
The work was completed under the Supervision of Khwaja 
"Abdu's Samad '. 
The imperial workshop shifted to Fatehpur Sikri when Akbar 
made that city in 1573 AD. 
Abdu's Samad also lived at Fatehpur Sikri during that period. A 
illus treated copy of MS Gulistan of Sa'di contains the colophen 
bearing the date 1581 AD and gives the place as Fatehpur, which 
shows that the imperial atelier was at that city^ 
Once Fatehpur Sikri was abandoned as the capital, the atilier 
(workshop) shifted to the Lahore. He^e at least four MSS were 
prepared. These are Diwan of Aunwari dated 1588 AD. Baharistan of 
Jami dated 1695, AD, Anwar-i Suhaili dated 1596 AD and Khwaza of 
Amir Khusrau^ 
"From 1598 AD till his death in 1605 AD, Akbar had his capital 
at Agra, at which place the MSS Nufahat 'al' Uns dated 1602, AD, and 
Bostan of Sa'di dated 1605 AD were illustrated'"^ 
Jahangir, while he was a prince, he had painters at his 
establishment at Allahabad. Two copies of MSS Diwan of Amir 
Nizamuddin Hasan dated 1602 AD and Raj Kunwar dated 1603 AD 
were completed at Allahabad. Aqa Riza, Abdu'l Hasan were the 
famous painter's who worked for Salim. 
During the Jahangir reign, Agra remained the capital, though 
Lahore after shared this honour. When Shah Jahan was at Agra in 
1628-30 AD, two illustrated copies of f^SS. Containing the Gulistan 
and Bastan of Sa'di contain the name Agra in their dated colophons'. 
Prince Dara had great skill in Calligraphy and interest in 
painting. The Dara Shukah Album was a remarkable collection of art 
work, which was completed during prince's year's 1633-42 AD. 
Ascription on the works of two painters, Anupchhater, and 
Chitarman, of Shah Jahan's atelier, show that these painters worked in 
Dara Shukoh's establishment on the picture of a lady following 
inscriptions were given : Amal-i Rai Anup chhatar Dara Shukoh's Anup 
chhatar was servant of Dara Shukoh, he had received the tittle from his 
prince by master chitarman attached himself towards Dara Shukoh in 
later 1630 AD. In one of his signatures on the likeness of Dara Shukoh, 
he designates himself Khak-Pa (Dust under the feet), indicates that he 
was under the prince employment'^ 
Bemier, during the eariy year's of Aurangzeb's reign, he was in 
Delhi. He described the atelier as the imperial wori^shops.'^ 
Large halls were seen in many places, called Kar-Kanays or 
workshops for the artisans. In one hall embroiders were busily 
employed, by a master. In other the gold smiths were seen; in a third 
painters." 
Nobles too had their own workshops : 
'Abdu'r Rahim Khan-i Khana is a particulariy well known atelier to art 
historians, the Ma'asir-i Rahime was prepared by artists in his 
employment''. 
About the organization of the imperial atelier, our information is 
fairly by limited'^ 
According to the officials of Ain-i Akbari called daraghas, they 
looked after the routine work at atelier. The atelier being part of the 
royal library, both departments were put under the charge of Darogha. 
During Jahangir's reign Maktub Khan was the superintendent of the 
library and the painting house. Later in ShahJahan's reign, Mir Sayyid 
'Ali' the son of Sayyid Jalal, was appointed darogha of the 
Kitabkhana'\ 
"A record of each painter's work was kept at atelier to check his 
progress. Abu! Fazf*." The work of all painters were weekly laid before 
his Majesty by the Darogah, he then conferred rewards accordings 
excellence of workmanship or increased the monthly salaries'^ 
Under this system, special care was taken at the rayal atelier to 
assign miniatures to the painters, especially these executed under the 
Joint work system. On book illustatons, the artists names were written 
on the lower margin by the "clerks" employed at the atelier^\ 
Beside Painter's, illuminator's gilders, line drowers and book-
binder's too were employed in the "Painting house"^'. 
'Abdu'r Rahim Khan-i Khanan's atelier was similarly part of the 
establishment of Khan-i Khanan's library, which was organized on lines 
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resembling these of imperial studio. The Khan-i Khana had painters, 
Calligrapher's gilder's, illuminators and book binders employed in his 
library". 
In the imperial atelier, usually. These was put a senior master 
painter in charge of the work. The work of illustrating the Hamzanama 
Ms was initially placed under Mir Sayyad Ali, later, when Mir Sayyad Ali 
left India on a Pilgrimage to Mecca, it was assigned to Khwaja 'Abdu's 
Samad. The pictonal colophan of the Razmnama has the following 
inscriptions -.Ba-ihtiman-i Murid dar-chhar martabi-a ikhlas Pa-bar-Ja, 
Sharif-i 'Abdu's Samad Surat-/ itmam Yaft.l Sharif was thus incharge 
of the illustrations of this Ms dated 1584 AD, which was after the death 
of Daswant a principal illustrator of the work." 
By later half of the Seventeenth century, there existed a class of 
painter's outside the imperial ateliers^*. 
There were then self-employed painter's, by this time imperial 
and aristocratic patronage had declined and there by let to a decay of 
the art.'' 
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Chapter 1.2 
Royal Patronage to the art of Painting 
The Mughal school was not a new style in it self but it was the 
same as Rajis thaui school will refined and polished by the Persian 
effect. Mughals were fond of art. For the first time or first of all 
Humayun brought with him some Persian artists, who painted in their 
own style. Mughals were very much impressed by the Rajisthani 
school. Thus a new style of painting was developed by mixture of 
Rajisthani and Persian style which came to be Khanan as Mughal 
school infect it was an Indian style but the general ornamentation and 
border decoration was of Persian style. Mughals had a traditional low 
for painting as their ancestars were Mangols who came from central 
Asia which was the centre for the cultures of China and Europe. The 
Chinese effect was visible in their art. Initially there was no painting in 
central Asia as it was banned in Islam'. 
A new culture and painting developed under the patronage of 
ruler's of Timur dynasty in Bukhara and Samarkand & it reached its 
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highest point of growth during the 15th century. Timur's gave 
importance to the artist in their court. 
Bihzad was the best amongst all the painter's of that time. He 
was known as the (Rapheal of the East). He was greatest painter in 
the court of Sultan Husain Mirza. After the death of Sultan Husain, 
Bihzad took the job in the court of Safavid Shah Ismail. In this court the 
painting developed a new style of decoration and independent 
compositionl 
Babar was from Timur family who established Mughal rule in 
India. It proved that Babar had great liking for painting Humayun the 
son of Babar, also had a great liking for paining. Humayun lived with 
Shah Tahmasp of Tabriz for one year where he was introduced to two 
painters of Bihzad school, namely Meer Saiyed Ali of Tabriz and 
Khwaja Abdus and Samad of Shiraz. Later on both there artists came 
to Kabul in the court of Humayun, Through these artist Humayun got 
the painting of "Dastan-E-Amir Hamza, but a very little portion of the 
same could be completed in his life time. He died in 1555 AD"." 
The painting of Dastan-E-Amir Hamza continued in the reign of 
Akbar, as he also encouraged this venture with great enthusiasm in it. 
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The Suleh Kul Policy of Akbar and his intellect based on secular 
idealism added the further charm to the painting and due to the same 
policy the painting reached its climax in the reign of Jahangir. As Shah 
Jahan was more interested in Architecture. Consequently painting saw 
a down fall in his reign. The Mughal school of painting came to a stop 
in the reign of Aurangzeb as he was a fanatic Muslim. No fine Art could 
find a place in his court\ 
"The contribution of Akbar and Jahangir in the development of 
this school is remarkable"^ 
14 
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Chapter 1.3 
Major Painters & their Specialization 
Mughal miniatur's were splendid in theme or the subjects of the 
Mughal mimature were very rich, themes were to be just like court 
scenes, depiction of emperor's. Princes and nobles, common people, 
and Flora (plants of partiregion) and fauna (Animals of region). Such 
richners called for specialization, which seems to have developed in 
portraiture (single or group-portraits), the drawing of pictures of birds 
and animals, margin painting and design-work\ 
In Akbar's atelier, the making of picture was usually divided into 
two successive stages, viz, sketching or drawing and colouring one 
painter sketched , another might do the colouring. Sometimes, a third 
painter finished the main figures or portraits. Line-Drawing held the first 
place in the art, entire composition depended upon it: its rhythm, 
accuracy in farm and features- this task was usually assigned to the 
skilled master painters. Foremost amongst them under Akbar were 
Basawan and Daswant. 115 miniatur's were credited to Basawan. 
Thirty were present in the Razmnama. Other instances, of Basawan's 
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sketching are in the Tarikh-i-Khandan-i-Timuria (OPL), the Jami-ut-
Tawarekh and Akbamama. Daswant worked on twenty three folios of 
Razmnama and Tirikh-i-Khandan-i-Timuria. Kesav, Kesav the Elder, 
Kanha, Khem Karan, Jagan, Lai, Mahesh, Miskin, Mukund, T ara, and 
Tuiri, are other painter's of Akbar's time. Besides the outtime drawing, 
these painter's also finished the main figures and portraits in a number 
of illustration^ 
After the outline, filling of colour's played a very vital role in the 
creation of aerial perspective, However there are same instances 
where master painter's like Basawan and Daswant had done colour 
work in paintings. Master piece, were produced only to those artist who 
had skilled in colouring. 
Joint paintings were given for final touch in figure or face 
drawings. In portraits achieving a true likeness was the main goal, and 
for this purpose, when the portraits were of emperor's princes and 
noble, then these portraits were assigned to finish to these artist who 
had established skill in this art. In inscriptions on miniatures, such work 
was designed Chihra, Chihrakushai or Surat. When the portraits was 
that of a king or prince, the formula nami chihra or chibra nami was 
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used. A miniature could thus be the work of two and sometinnes of 
three painter's\ 
Joint work system was the warpwith which painting were 
organized or promoted in Akbar's court. In Akbar's atelier's artists 
apprentices were instructed in the art and assisted in their work by 
master painter*. 
The division of work seemed have induced some artists to 
specialize in certain branch of painting Album paintings were executed 
at Akbar's atelier^. 
Album undoubtedly tended to give greater impectus to 
specialized work portraiture in Akbar's time now developed as a 
separate branch, "Margin painting, too developed as a separate 
branch. Ilbeminatran decoration was already regarded as a separate 
skill at Mughal atelier in Akbar's time. Abul FazI told that besides 
painter's, there were time drawers, pager's margin ornamentors and 
gilder's employed in the Imperial studio"^ 
"During Jahangir's reign, specialization in same form of painting 
become important. Only those artists who gave evidence of their skill in 
specific fields, they attained recognition in court"'. 
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The Painter's of Jahangir period who had specialized skill & 
obtained the recognition in his court may be briefly noticed Bishandas, 
who was specialized in portrait painting and was commissioned to 
draw the Portraits of Shah Abbas I of Persia & his Courtiers. "Other 
artists who excelled in Portraiture were Abu'l Hasan, Gichitr, Hunhar 
Hashim Govardha, Manohar and Muhammoad Nadir. Abul Hasan, who 
had painted the frontispiece of the Ms Jahangirnama received great 
praise for his work and was honoured with the tittle Nadir-uz Zaman in 
1618 AD. Mansur was given the tittle Nadir-ul-Asr and he was 
specialization in the portrayal of birds, animals and flowers"^ 
"He painted no less than a hundred varieties of flowers of the 
valley, f^oreover, it seems that whenever the emperor desired to 
have a pictorial record of rare and strange birds or animals, he 
entrusted the task to Mansur. In 1619. Jahangir ordered him to draw 
the likeness of a falcon brought from Persia, and in 1620 AD Mansur 
painted for Jahangir the picture of the bird called Say (dipper)"^ 
At Akbar's atilier no special regard was paid to work on religions 
books. Muslim and Hindu painter's were employed in preparing the 
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illustrations of the Razm nama, the Persian translation of the 
f^ahabharta. 
"The characteristic features of a painter's work should appear in 
the composition by the preference given to depicting certain objects, 
motifs, the palette, and shading and line on these criteria the work of 
some Mughal artists can be distinguished with some confidence. 
Farrukh Beg's style " a Synthesis of the Bukhara School and the art of 
central Asia" remains distinctive. The work of Aqa Riza from Herat is 
closely associated with the traditions of the Safavid and Timurid School 
of art. His miniatures are as distinctive as these of Farrukh Beg, Mir 
Sayyid Ali and Abdu's Samad, who belonged to the school of Persian 
Art. But while their work can be distinguished form that of the painters 
of Mughal school"'". 
The work of Basawan, Daswant, La'l, Madhav Muskin, Sanwala 
and other's marks the second phase of the Mughal school where 
external influence begin to be assimilated. "The miniature of Shaikh 
Abu-'l Qussab conversing with a darwush (C 1590-5 AD) executed by 
Basawan is clearly different from his later work in the Anwar-i-Suhaili-
21 
1597-8 AD in the shading and distribution of colour's. The earlier work 
appeared to be of much higher quality in depiction of distances"". 
The quality of an artist's work or its stylistic feature's versed 
according to the book being illustrated, "according to the remuneration 
he received, or it was simply subject to considerable variation over 
different periods of the artist's life, as he came under the influence of 
different fashions'"^ 
22 
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PART'B 
Chapter-2 
Mansur 
Ustad Mansur belongs to the period of both Akbar and Jahangir. 
He started work on his paintings during the last days of Akbar's reign. 
After the death of Akbar when Jahangir ascended the throne, he 
examined paintings of Mansur prepared during his father's time. It was 
as a result of his fine aesthetic sense that Jahangir recognized him as 
a master-painter and conferred upon him the tittle of 'Nadir u'l 'Asr'. All 
the giants in the realm of Fine Art agree upon the fact that Mansur was 
a member of Akbari School of paintings. 
The Mughals were of art and literature. They had a profound 
sense of aesthetics. They loved and admired those artists who were 
creative enough in the field of art. There were numerous master-
painters in Mughal period. So far as the Jahangir's reign is concerned, 
"there were many famous painters such as Mahohar, Bishandas, 
Daulat, Goverdhan, Mansur and Abu'l Hasan. But among them Mansur 
was very skillful and more creative painter"'. 
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"Mansur was already a fine painter when he started his career 
during the last few years of Akbar's reign"^ 
In Jahangir's reign he possessed a prominent position in the 
field of bird and animal drawings. Jahangir admired him in his 
memories by saying: "Ustad Mansur has become such a master in 
painting that he has the tittle of 'Nadir u'l' Asr' and in the art of drawing 
is unique in his generation"^ 
Thus the tittle 'Nadir u'l_Asr' which Mansur held, rightly speaks 
of his greatness. He attracted the most to the emperor, who was great 
lover of painting. Mansur poined the Akbar's court in about 1580 AD. 
This assumption is true because, one the one hand, Jahangir himself 
used the word 'Ustad' in his Tuzuk for Mansur and on the other, the 
emperor conferred the tittle !Nadir u'l 'Asr' (Unique of the age) on him. 
In brief, it can rightly be said that Jahangir had been examining the 
painting of Mansur since his father's time and would have seen the 
interest of him in animals, birds. So the aesthetic sense of Emperor 
impelled him to give Mansur his due place in the field of painting and 
consider him as the master-painter of his reign. 
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Keeping in view of above facts regarding the importance of a 
great master-painter in Jahangir's period, Mansur as it can rightly be 
said that there is a great need to study his techniques, styles and 
other details of aesthetics in order to high light various hidden creative 
skills of Mughals with regard to art of painting. It would really be a 
contributed to present art-world. 
29 
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Chapter 2.1 
His early life and work 
"No information on Mansur's life is traceable. Perhaps he 
belonged to the family of a 'Designer' or 'Engraver' as may be gleaned 
from some inscriptions, that is, Ivlansur naqqash. We also know the 
Mansur did illumination work a rare specimen of which is in Khamsa 
contemporary to his earlier work in Babamama"\ 
Mansur joined the Mughal Atelier after 1595 AD. "Out of 
hundreds of painter's who worked at the Mughal atelier, only few are 
know for specialization in or other aspects of painting. Among them, 
Abu Hasan, Bichitr, Birshandas, Goverdhan, Manohar, Mansur, and 
Payag are notable. Mansur was specialized in drawing bird and animal 
figure's as well as flower's. This earned him fame in 16th-17th century 
India. Firstly, Jahangir used the word, 'Ustad' in his Tuzuk for Mansur. 
Secondly, emperor conferred the tittle of Nadiru'l 'Asr on him 
immediately after of his accession. Most probably, Mansur got this tittle 
around 1612 AD when he portrayed the Turkey-Cock which has been 
described in the Tuzu/c-/'-Ja/iansf/r/(account of year 1912 AD)"'. 
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In Jahangir's time 'Ustad' Mansur has become such a master in 
painting and art of drawing was unique in his generation. "Mansur was 
already a fine painter when he started his carrier during the last few 
year's of Akbar's reign"l 
"Mansur probably started as a colorist and margin decorator in 
the MSS of Jami'ut-Twarikh dated 1556 AD and Amir Khusrau Dihalvis 
Khamsa, dated 1597 AD. His name appear's below two will known 
miniatur's of the Akbar Namahh fragment in the Victoria and Albert 
Museum"'. 
"Perhaps the earliest specimens of his work are the illustrations 
executed beg him in the copies of Babamama (BM or 3714, cerca 
1598-1600: National Museum, Delhi No. 50.326); Jami-ut Towarekh 
(Imperial Library, Teheran, dated 1598) and Akbar Namah (Victoria 
and Albert Museum, London, cerca 1600-5; British Museum, on 
12988)"l "On these folio's, Mansur has worked as a Co. Artist & 
has done the work of 'colouring' ony. The sketching has been done by 
Kanha an established painter of Akbar's court"^ 
This manuscript contains fine folio's representing bird and 
animal drawings ascribed to Mansur Naqqash. These pictures are the 
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evidence of the distinguished quality of the painter : depiction of 
details, realister representation, truthful depiction of colour etc. 
"In 1619 AD, Jahangir ordered Mansur to draw the likeness of a 
Falcon, presented to him by the king of Persia. During his visit to 
Kashmir, he asked Mansur to portray the bird Dipper (Called Saj). 
Many other birds and animal minutely described by Jahangir in his 
memories were drown by Mansur probably at the Emperor's command, 
namely, Turkey cock, Pheasant, Zebra. This suggest that Mansur had 
attained a distinct and unrivaled position amongst court-painter's for 
animal drawings"^ 
"Mansur's contribution to the treasure of the portrayal of the 
birds and animals in unique and unsurpassed. Beside the large 
member of such drawings, his work is distinct for truthful 
representation, depiction of minute details, realism, and accuracy in 
form and naturalistic distribution of pigments"^ 
Mansur's drawings drawn from life are the best specimens of 
realism in the history of art. "Beside Mansur, Muhammad Alam, Abu 
Hasan, Farrukh beg, Goverdhan, Manohar, Mohammad Nadir, Murad 
and other's equally contributed to the new trend of realism in art"'. 
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We know that there are the portraits of elephant, wild buffalo's, 
various kind of monkey, rhinoceros, various type of antilapes, peacock, 
quails, horns and partridges in the illustration of the Babar Namahh. 
Beautiful paintings and fine finishing of these animal and birds portraits 
of the Babar Namahh speak about the excellence of the painter. 
Mansur accompanied Jahangir in course of the latte's extensive 
tour of Ajmer, Mandu and Gujrat as a superb drawing of a salt-water 
fish caught in the river. He noted in the Tuzuk that the number of 
picture's painted by Mansur at his command would exceed 100. 
Amongst them, the well known picture of the glittering red tulip like 
flowers, full-blown and bud and a butterfly of many hus in the collection 
of Sitaram Shahu of Benaras bear's his signature. A number of similar 
flowers studies collected in the Nadir-ud-Din album in Tehran bear's 
Mansur name. 
"Mansur was called upon to paint picture's of birds and animals 
which Jahangir thought fancy. The exquisitely coloured drawing of 
zebra provides us with a good example"'". 
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"Zebra which the turks who came with the Mir jaffar brought 
from Abyssinia in the year 1621 AD. This picture was painted by Nadir-
al-Asr \Js\ad (Mansur) in the 16th year of the reign"". 
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Chapter 2.2 
Major Works of Mansur and his Specialization 
"Mansur appeared as a portrait painter of the animals and birds, 
in which his keen observation of drawing can be marked with every 
possible details. In the Taswir the animals and birds appeared in the 
centre dominating the whole composition, background in his portraits 
has its over importances in the composition. Background consisted 
major part of the sky and a lettle bit of the fore ground; and sometime 
only simple landscape was given in the background which has given 
artistic significance to the paintings'". 
"Some important paintings are : Block Buck, Zebra. Impeyan 
Pheasant (Male & female), Turkey cock with Troopogan and Duck. 
Guineafowl. Chur Pheasant Dipper, a bird which was not named by 
him, Horn bill, white backed or Bengal Vulture, King or black vulture 
and Himalayan Griffon, Himalayan Blue throated Barbet, Floricans 
(Male & female) Plant of pea family, a decorative spike, spike of 
Nerean with read Poppy, etc."^ 
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"From his paintings of figure of Zebra, and Block buck, the skill 
& efficiency of Mansur's powerful experience can be marked easily. 
The rhythm depicted in the figure of Zebra create the movement in the 
painting. The black Buck has appeared with his crooked small horns, 
white belly and small tail as described in his Tuzuk'^. 
"The representation of birds has been made in a very realistic 
and natural surroundings and environments, and the background 
occupies a secondary place in the portraits"\ 
"Jahangir was very fond of falcous and due to this cause many 
drawings of this hunting bird, belonging to the Jahangir period are 
found in various collections"^ 
"The bird. Cheer Pheasant (Victoria and Albert Museum, 
London) has been depicted in great details in the portraits"^ 
"The same bird also appears in the collection of Baron Mawrece 
Rathschild, Paris, which is probably painted by Mansur. In this 
particular Taswer, the nature in Is also composed in the paintings. Dry 
tree with a few branches has been depicted with three diomentaral 
effect in the natural manner. Flowers and leaves with small plants are 
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also composed in the foreground which effects the free expression of 
Mansur"'. 
"Varieties of birds and their species can be marked in his work, 
the portrait of king or Block Vulture and Himalayan Griffoun, Florical 
(f\/lale & female), white backed or Bengal vulture, and Horn Bill 
(Metropoletan fvluseum of Art, New York), and a bird (no name is given 
to the bird) can be observed as it if there alive form"^ 
Among his famous flower paintings, a decorative spike of Niruin 
with rid poppy, can be "perhaps the earliest specimens of his work are 
the illustration, executed by him in the copies of Babarnama. (BM or 
3714, erica 1598-1600 AD) national museum Delhi No. 50.326) : Jami-
ut Tawarikh (Imperial Library, Teheran, dated 1595 AD) and 
Akbarnama (Victoria and Albert Museum, London, Circa 1600-5, British 
Museum, on 12988) Antelopes and water-buffaloes, illustrations from a 
disperred copy of Babarnama may be taken as one of the earliest 
example of his art"^ 
"Mansur is one of the illustrator of the Babarnama. We know 
that illustration of Babar Namah started in 1582 AD. The Tuzuk does 
not mention what type of work was assigned to him in the illustration of 
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Babar Namah. We know that there are the portraits of elephants, wild 
buffaloes, various kinds of monkey, rhinoceros, various type of 
antelopes, peacock, quails, herons and partridges in the illustration of 
the Babar Namah . Beautiful paintings and fine finishing of these 
animal and birds portraits of the Babar Namah speak about the 
excellence of the painter. It is assumed that this portion of the Babar 
Namah was painted by Mansur"'°. 
Mansur probably started as a colourist and margin decorator in 
the MSS of Jami-ut-tawarikh dated 1596-97 AD and Amir Kusrau 
Dihalvi's Khamsa, dated 1597-98 AD. His name appears below two 
well known-miniatures of the Akbar Namah. 
"Mansur was not only a master of his craft but he had the 
capacity to develop into his subject of study. His studies were partly 
the character in the totality with fineness."'' 
Ustad Mansur was a painter of life in its reality. Mansur 
appeared as the master of this form of Art. His paintings are regarded 
very important for the study of Biology. Various characteristic of 
different animals, birds flowers with natural colours and correct, form, 
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can be very helpful in their study. Mansur has his own style in border 
decoration also. 
Mansur was given the tittle Nadir-ul 'Asr and he was specialized 
in the portrayal of birds, animals, and flowers. He apparently 
accompanied Jahangir,during his visit to Kashmir in 1620 AD. And 
Jahangir told that he pointed no less than a hundred varieties of 
flower's of the valley. Whenever the emperor desired to have a pictorial 
record of rare and strange birds or animals, he entrested the work to 
Mansur. In 1619 AD, Jahangir ordered him to draw the likeness of a 
falcon brought from Persia, and in 1620 AD. Mansur painted for 
Jahangir the picture of the bird called Say (Dipper). Some of the 
portraits of animal noticed by Jahangir have been preserved, and 
again of these have been ascribed to Mansur. 
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Chapter 2.3 
Ascription and Artists Signatures 
"The identification of a painting as the woi1< of a particular artist is usually 
made in the west on the basis of the artists's signature. In India inscriptions 
giving the artists name first appear with the Mughal School"'. 
"A large number of illuminated MSS were prepared under Akbar, these 
contained the bulk of the miniatures surviving from his reign. Here, v\/hen the 
scnbe wrote the text, large blank spaces were left for the illustrations that were 
put in later. Sometime artists were also given the specific instructions in writing at 
the bottom of the blank space about what to depict. Though many of them were 
later wholly or partly covered by the painting or by margin lines and illumination 
work. Such '1heme inscriptions" were written usually in a rapid hand and in small 
letters" . 
We must here make an important distinction between the artists own 
signature, or inscriptions in the artists own hand, as against 'Third person" 
ascription's i.e. inscriptions written by crib or patron (including the emperor) or 
some other person, ascribing the painting to one or more artists. 
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Third person ascription's can easily be noted as such thus the phrase 
'amdl-i Daswant (work of Daswant), is clearly a third person ascription : also 
taitvi Daswant 'amal-i Miskin (Sketch by Daswant, colouring by Miskin) this too 
rules out their being "Signatures". 
"This practice of recording the artists name scams to have been adopted 
by the f\/lughal school from 15th century Persian, However, the earliest 
illustrations of the Mughal school, the Hamazanma (C 1565-80 ) and Anwar-i 
Suhaili (SOAS, London, dated 1570 AD) are invariably inscribed"l 
"The earliest ascribed painting are the works of Mir Sayyid 'Ail and Khwaja 
Abdus Samad, but the latter had already given us his signature on some of his 
earlier works"^ 
"In general, after 1580 AD, it had become common practice to record the 
ailists name on the miniature. The earliest such examples are illustrations of the 
Razamnama (C 1580-4), Ta'hkh-i Khandan-i Timuria (C 1584-6) and Diwan-e 
Haiiz (C1585). Here the ascription appear below, on the margins, written in one 
or two hands, evidently by the scribe (katib) of the atelier. In such third person 
ascription's. The artists name are preceded by the word 'amal-i (wori<). So where 
tlie miniature is the work of a single artists, we have 'amal-i Basawan (wori< of 
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EBasawan) etc. In joint work, the terms tarh (for sketching), rangamezi (colouring) 
and amal (work in general or specifically colouring) were used, e.g. tarh-i 
Basfiwan, 'amal-i Bhura (Sketch by Basawan, colouring by Bhura). If a third 
paintor was involved in finishing the portraits, figure, etc. He was credited with 
Chihra or Chihra and Surat e.g. Tarti-i Basawan, 'amal-i Nand Gwalyari, Chihra 
MacJI lav. This practice continued into the seventeenth century"^ 
"Painter's at Akbar's atelier did not usually inscribe their own names : 
Khwaja 'Abdus' Samad and Kesavdas from the sole example Aqa Riza, a painter 
from prince Salim's studio, a contemporary of the painter's mentioned above, 
has however signed some of his miniatures "^  
"In Jahangir's reign, signed paintings are distinctly more numerous. 
Notable amongst seventeenth century. Painter's who signed their miniatures are 
AbLi'l Hasan, Balchand, Bichitr, Daulat, Farru'kh Beg, Govardhan, Manohar, 
Mansur. Miror and Payag. However, some master-painter's such as Bishandas, 
Amiipchhatr, are still known to us only through person ascription's"'. 
All signatures were in Persian and this suggest that Hindu painter's such 
as Balchand, Bichitr, Govardhan, Mahohar & Payag must have acquired some 
knowledge of Persian. There is just one exception : Kesavdas, in 1590 AD 
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sigtied his work in the Devanagari script (Kesavdas Min. 3) Al-'abd (Slav), the 
word prefacing the ordinary person's signature in the 16th and 17th century, was 
ornployed, for example by 'Abdu's Samad (Min. 6) : Allah-0 Akbar. AI-'Abd' 
Abdu's Samad Sheren Qalam. 
"The words "faqer-al haqef (The humblest of creatures) were employed 
by Daulat, a skilled portraits painter of Jahangir's court in five of his signature's 
(Min.7,8,10,15)-
(i) In kuh i tila az 'amal-i faqir-al haqir Daulat (This hill of gold is by the very 
humble Daulet). 
(ii) Allah-0 Akbar. Bahukm-i Shah Jahangir naqsh-i in taswir named banda 
Daulat, Shahib i Khwud. San Chahr (God is great. This picture was 
painted at the order of emperor Jahangir, by the servant Daulat. 
(ill) Raqim Faqir-al haqir Daulat (The artist mast humble Daulat) 
(IV) Raqinn faqr-al haber Daulat Muhammad (The artist most humble Daulat 
Muhammad period of ziga 'd AH 1018 AD 1609). 
Miror, a skilled painter of Shah Jahangir's atelier, used an almost similar 
phrase for himself, at least in two of his signature (Min, 10 and 14). 
(a) 'amal-i faqir-i bekas Miror (Work of needy helpless Mirqr) 
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(b) amal-i Zarra-i be-/qadar bekas shagird-i 'nadir-uz Zaman, Mirqr. 
Aqa Riza (Min 6) once signed Mashq-i kamtarin means most 
humble There are other painter's such as Bichitr, (Min 27,), Daulat (Min. 8,15 
and 17), Govardhan (Min. 10) and Miror (Min. 13) who designated them selves 
kamtarin in their signatures : 
(i) Amal-e kamtarin Daulat (work of the most humble Daulat). 
(ii) Raqam banda-i kamtarin Bechitr (work of the most humble slave Bechitr). 
(ill) Amal-i kamatarin-i khamazadan Goverdan (work of the most humble 
Govardhan. 
(iv) 'amal-i banda dargah kamtarin Miror (work of the most humble slave of 
the court Miror). 
Mansur who signed at least six of Inis miniatures (Min. 23, 33, 36, 39, 
56 and 52) in all instance designated himself banda-i dargah. The six 
signatures are: 
(i) 'amal-i banda-i dargah Mansur Nadir-ul 'Asr, Jahangir Shahi (work of the 
slave of the court Mansur). 
Ill) Kar-i banda-i dargah Mansur {work of the slave of the court Mansur) 
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(iii) Jahangir shohi, 'amal-i banda-i dargah Nadir-ul 'Asr Mansur Naqqash 
(work of the slave of the court Nadir-ul 'Asr Mansur"*. 
Muhammad Riza, and Aqa Riza used work murid in at least five of his 
signatures: 
(i) 'amal-i Aqa Riza-i murid-i Badshah Salim (work of Aqa Riza, disciple of 
Badshah Salim). 
(li) Badshah Salim Murid ba ikhals Aqa Riza. 
(iii) 'amal-i Aqa Muhammad Riza, Murid-i Badshah (work of Aqa Muhammad 
Riza, disciple of the king. 
(IV) 'amal-i Muhammad Riza, Murid ba ikhlas (work of Muhammad Riza, the 
loyal disciple, AD 1605-6). 
(v) 'amal-i Murid ba ikhlas Aqa Riza Jahangir Shahi (work of the loyal 
disciple, Aqa Riza). 
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Chapter 2.4 
Style and Techniques 
The artists of Akbar's court were drawn from Iran with in the country. 
Naturally the style that developed was eclectic, who drawed the best things of 
Behzad school and Pre-Mughal Indian Arts. At the same time there was a pain 
staking effort to break away from Persian and contemporary regional style, a fact 
especially observed in animal figures, portraiture and land scape. An artists skill 
seems to have been ascertained by his obility to represent realistically. Basically 
these included the depiction of Minutes details, boldness of expression, 
frankness of lines, the tnjthful representation of form and coloured and lastly the 
general finish. It combined the skills of laying the pigments, shading, and lining 
and ornamenting the objects. These very standards are the basic elements 
which shaped the style of miniature-painting under the mughals. "Thus the 
Persian tradition makes it self emphatically felt in the aerial perspective, deep 
blue skies, flat in tone, occasionally sprayed with a flight of birds or stars'". 
"The greater number of Hindus among the resulted in an increasing 
indianization of Mughal art. The typical gesture of hands, faces with elongated 
eye. the long, straight tree trunks, the dense foliage of trees, the stylized forms of 
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loaves, mounds of earth, water shown by zigzag lines in a while pigments on a 
gray surface, with or without foam"^ 
"The earliest example of the mixture of Persian & Indian style appeared in 
illustrated pages of Niamatnama, a cookery book c.1500 written at the court of 
the Muslim ruler of Malwa"l 
Various objects of Indian scene though represented in Persian style but 
they disclose a mari<ed Indian influence. f\/Iethod of shading is similar to Ajanta 
paintings. Though deep and thick shading show European technique. Mughal 
art of Akbar's time was influenced by European art. The artists realized the 
importance of the background and aerial perspective to enliven. The scene and 
broaden the canvas. 
The narrow strip of flat sky painted in a plain blue or gold pigment. Which 
is replaced by a background of towns, castles, open field, river's a hunting 
scene, distant hills or trees or a shepherd or a farmer shown at work. Sometime 
background consisted of a larger space of sky with floating clouds in varying 
stiades. The distant view of cities in diagram perspective and group of trees were 
cirived from western painting. The plastic roundness of form is represented by 
employing fine shaded lines and folds. The draperies, the flowing costumes of 
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ladies, etc, are mostly painted with deep shaded strokes. However the use of 
[European perspective in miniatures was followed^. 
"The features of Chinese art become increasingly evident in the paintings. 
One of these was the practice of combing calligraphy with portrial art, which 
came from China through Iran where it had become common with manuscript 
illustration. The dragon, and some of the motifs with deangated flame like ends 
were similarly of Chinese origin. Apart from these , there is much in paintings, for 
instance, the depiction of violent action or the introduction of a variety of 
postures and modes in animal figures. There was in these illustrations a 
richness, a sense of variety and a vividness of experience which distinguish 
thetii from other contemporary arts & all these elements gradually seem to get 
synthesized into what has tDeen called the real Mughal art of the later period"'. 
A fact mentioned by some authors is that after the selection of paper, a 
tew sheets were pasted one upon another to give a substantial thickness to the 
material for miniatures and portraits. The paper was snnoothed with rounded 
agate before the sketch was drawn^ 
On the smooth surface, Ithe artist sketched the theme. The primary sketch 
was drawn in soft line, suggesting the outer forms of the figures. This rapid 
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5;ketch was developed and correct lines were drawn over them with the accuracy 
ol form. These lines were harder than primary lines, To rennove the wrong lines, 
a thin coat of white pigment was laid on the sheet. The correct line was drawn in 
dark pigment with a fine brush. This done the colours were applied to finish the 
pait"iting\ 
"The pigment could be blended or laid flat on the paper. In the latter, 
(lifterent or contrasting colour's were used for distinguishing one from another. 
This technique was reminiscent of persian paintings and indicates the primary 
state of using tempera colour's. The tempered colour's, as a matter of rule were 
used lliickly to form a layer on the paper. Pigments were painted one upon 
anotliei when the base colour finally dried up then the process of shading, final 
linings and lastly, the use of the gold pigment revolved two to three or even 
more layer of pigments on a paper. The early illustrations of the Mughal artists, 
painted in flat. Colour's were two dimensional in effect with the introduction of the 
tfiiee dimensional technique, this treatment of colour's was replaced by the 
blending of colours^ 
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As against this technique of blinding colours was not found too frequently 
in the miniatures. The technique of blending colour's was first used for the sky 
and clouds and later for hills, trees'. 
There was another process known to the Mughals. It involved, first, the 
thin wash of a tinge on the surface of the paper. The base, when dried up, was 
ready for the brush. Next, the outlines of the objects them from the background. 
Other colour's to be filled in the various objects. E.g. costumers, utensils and 
building were obtained from the gradations, i.e. tints or shades of the ground 
colour, and thus the painting was finished in a harmonized colour scheme. The 
three-trunk, its foliage, the sky, etc remained submerged in the background. The 
atiist sometimes used fine, shaded line to represent the anatomy of the figure, 
tfie details of the objects and fineness of forms white pigments or some other 
pigment of light tone, slightly different from the base was used in the costumes'". 
"A few artists established their origenalitting by handling colour in a 
different ways. The treatment of the figures and the use of the pigments 
remained identical. Only the method of presentation has varied'"'. 
The most illustrious painting in this technique is the ArwNar. The whole 
scene-human figures, their costumes, the figures their an Ox, the trunk of a tree, 
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hills, water and the distant landscape comprising buildings-was dominated by 
one colour ; chrome yellow with a tinge of brown. The details were also 
represented by employing a deeper shade of the same pigment. Shaded stocks 
directed to a side, indicate shadow and make depth in the picture. The stockes 
so drawn are bold and directed horizontally'l 
The clear tendency of showing every minute detail irrespective of the 
distance and rule of maximum visibility and lastly the love for decoration, was 
suitable to the pigments laid flat. It provided on easy approach for introducing 
designs, and easily accommodated the gold pigment which was laid flat. The 
floors carpets, domes, costumes, arms and armors, utensils etc. are shown with 
profuse decoration, where as the draperies etc. are plain. In the same way close 
garments viz. : The Peshawaz of the ladies, aba of traders, etc are left plain, but 
the folds and cuives are cleariy shown by using shade lines'\ 
The objects painted in flat colours create, the three sided effect is 
achieved by introducing shade. A figure is shaded in two stages. The original 
colour is spread on the surface first, then dari<er shades are applied and it can 
be done on a dry or a wet surface. In the first case, the original pigment is 
allowed to dry and the shading is done by fine, small and close lines and dots. 
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The: above lines are drawn in different shapes and angles, e.g. curved or 
straight, and which may be laid diagonally, horizontally and vertically. It is clear in 
the? treatment of treetrunks, hillocks, uneven grassy ground, animal figures and 
architectural designs, Strocks are drawn according to the Modality of the object. 
The folds, knots, pits, bulges shown in tree-trunks, mounds of earth and the 
figures of elephant are the best examples of the strokes drawn differently suiting 
the natural shape of the object. In the pillars shaded lines are drawn in a circular 
form to enhance the effect of roundners". 
In the second example of shading pigment is gradually mixed with the 
origenal pigment, while still wet. In this way the lines get defused leaving no clear 
mai'ks of parting strockes between the light and shade portions. The process is 
followed according to this technique of the direct blending of colour shading with 
diflerent colours of a darker due occurs sometimes'^ 
The illustrations belonging to Bab (BM), Akb (Va), and (C.B) and Razm 
(JaipLir) are embellished with the finest details of nature, designs and motifs. Bab 
(Moscow) and Razm (Baroda) are subtle in respect of designs and motifs. The 
Annefii (Varanaci) , Diwan (Rampur), Ta' rikh (Patna) and Bab (Delhi) find a 
place between them'^ 
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The ground colour's used are not necessarily light, but are lighter than 
those to be applied in subsequent fillings. A darktone at the base is, there fore, 
followed by a darker one. Evidently, the artist began with primary pigments and 
finished the work in darker shades of the same pignnents'^  
"The outlines of individual figures receive utmost care from the artist. The 
painting is began with a sketch, defining the limits of the objects with in which the 
brush must move after colouring and shading, these lines are finally confirmed in 
a darker tone, and the figure given a well defined form. At this stage, the work of 
coloLiring the miniature in over and the pigments are left to dry"'l 
"For the choice of colours of natural objects, the painter's depend for 
inspiration on nature itself. But in the colouring of designs and in the decoration 
of motifs, he allowed himself a greater freedom. No particular norni was followed. 
Exquisiteness was his aim . The emerging patterns may be conceived in variety 
of ways : matching or contrasting the general colour repetition of two or three 
colour's'". 
"In the mater of colouring it is possible to discem a certain procedure. The 
human figures, being the main objects of representation, were treated first . 
Animal figure come next and the background was coloured last of all. This 
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show's that the artist began work without any definite colour scheme in mind. 
Elach colour used was determined by the proceeding one and major may not 
have been in keeping with first wash given to the back ground. When the figures 
of human beings and birds were completed then the background had to be 
tteatod part by part as required by the objects in the foreground"^. 
"Metallic powder i.e. gold dust, was an important medium of the Mughal 
artist Although gold was not regarded as a colour, it was frequently used in 
lavish quantities in single paintings. Omaments, costumes, armour's and designs 
were the common subjects rendered in gold dust. Sometime gold pigment was 
casLially used to represent aerial perspective. Sky could be painted fully or partly 
in gold pigment to depict morning evening. Similarly, flames and rays of the sun 
were given a natural scene"^\ 
The miniature were posted on mounts by the wasligar. Margins were 
decorated with designs or several bands of lines in differents colour^. 
Generally after the completion of painting, name of the artist written below 
the painting. Many names appear on the lower hashiya showing that they were 
written by different person. Probably a naqshanavis. The tradition of signing work 
was; not vogue at the Mughal court. 
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The word amal is Arabic word which is used for "execution" or range-
amezi. The word Tarh is used for the outlines or sl<etch. Where the word 'amal' 
stand alone it means that the execution of the picture by a single artisP. 
Occasionally name of the two artists may be seen on a single painting, but 
in joint work the sketching and colouring done by two different artist e.g. the 
outline by Basawan and the painting by Chatar. Paras was specialized in the use 
of straight lines. These lines laid horizontally and vertically for bringing out 
shaded portions of the background and the folds of the costumes. War scenes 
were also in his specialty. 
Sharkar was a skilled design artist :decoration and compactness are 
distinctive feature of the work. The artist Dhanner specialized in garden scene 
painting. 
The paintings done by Farrukh beg were entirely Persian in feeling and 
atmosphere. Farrukh beg's drawing on costumes, buildings, depiction of hills and 
trees were in Persian style. 
The sky painted in gold pigments, two dimensional shapes, human 
figuies drawn with longish faces characterize Farrukh Beg's work. 
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The sky, mountains, river's trees, buildings, men and animals depicted in 
diflerent moods, actions and planes. In the charge of the Themes, the attention 
of the artist was concentrated mainly on achieving aesthetic satisfaction. 
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Chapter 2.4 (a) 
Traces of Indian 
The art has been originate in one form or other right from the development of 
human life. Man was intrested in art from thousands of years back. When he 
used to live in caves. The stone weapons and tools to that age give us that 
clue'. 
"First of all the Britishers who came to rule here, Started the quest of 
Prehistoric painting. They started it with a curiosity to understand our culture and 
art. On the basis of known facts John cockbum and Archibald carlleyle can be 
given the creadit of having traced the cave paintings. Both of them discovered 
the cave painting of Camoor hills in Vindhya ranges near Mirzapur in 1880. Here 
the paintings of the hunting of stag, buck, and rhinoceros were found. There was 
one painting of hunting of rhinoceros, on which six men are attaching with 
spear's. 
Subject mater and style of prehistoric Art 
Hunting scenes have been found in almost all the places. The reason is 
that the prehistoric man was dependent on prey for his food. Mostly the hunting 
o1 rhinoceros, elephant. Ox, boar, horse tiger, deer, buck, stag and were found 
among those paintings'. 
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"The depiction of birds and animals was not only with a point of view of 
hunting only but with the point of utility also. Goat and cows, deer have been 
painted"'. 
Man in groups have been painted in paintings. Group dance and playing 
on drum like instruments have been the subject of prehistoric painting. 
Rhythm - In art rhythm means an easy, connected path along which the 
eye may travel in any an-angement of lines, forms, or colours. Rhythm, then is 
related to movement or continuity. Repetition and progression are the primary 
source of continuity. 
The action of a dance, the spiral of a shell, the recurring patterns on the 
water where a pebble has been dropped all of these varied patterns are 
examples of rhythm and have in common the qualith of movement organized : in 
the direction of beauty. 
Continuity makes several important contributions in art. 
1. If helps attract and hold attention by giving the object vitality and intensity. 
2. Continuity aids in making objects more orderly, and therefore casur to 
look at and understand. 
3. The rhythm pattem of an art object can be a potent force in emphasizing 
the inner ideas from which the objects was developed. 
4. Repetition and progression lead toward harmony. 
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Chapter 2.4 (b) 
Persian Influence 
Since from 8th century, Muslims were closely associated with India. They 
used to visit India for the purpose of trade and business. Later on they invaded 
India. The Muslim invader's were from different origin-Arab, Turk, Afghan and 
Mughal'. 
The coming of the Muslims brought a new influence into Indian Art and 
culture. There art, culture and though had been a source of altration for Indians. 
Persia played a vital role in the field of art. Mughals were very much influenced 
by Persian style and technique^ 
First of all we shall discuss the Persian influence on Mughal paintings. 
F^ ersian style and technique left effect on the mind of Mughal emperor and the 
artist of that time. They produced painting & architecture in which Persian style 
and technique blatantly observe^ 
"Though Mughal Emperor introduced new type of painting which bears 
Timur Nama. They descendent from Timur Tamiriane a Turk from central Asia. 
He sacked Delhi in 1398 AD"\ 
During the rule of his son Shah Rukh, we have the first record of support 
given to painter's. 
"Toward the end of the 15th century. Timur's power diminished and lead 
feel to the safavied kings, who ruled at Tabriz, a centre of learning and art. Here 
a briilian school of Persian painting developed"'. 
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Among the various artist, important artist were, Mir Sayyid Ali Abd-as 
Samad. Mir Sayyid Ali, Abd. As - Samad Basawan were chief painter's. Mir 
Sayyai Ali and Abd-as- Samad drilled the crafts man in all the technical details 
o1 Persian miniatures. Many Indian artist such as Basawan, Miskina and 
Daswanth occupy great position as court artists and M)ul Fazal in his Ain-e 
Akbari bestows high praise on them Basawan is mentioned in twelve of the best 
miniature illustrating the Razamnama 'Mahabharata'. Which contained hundred 
sixty nine pages. Indian artist introduced some of their cherished figure types 
and details of landscape". 
In the Imperial atelier, painter's and calligraphers took shape under the 
supervision of Mir Sayyid Ali and Abd-as-Samad. First of all their work was to 
complete pictures for the earliest Mughal illustrated manuscript, the Dastan-i-
Amir Hamza. Which was began in 1550 under Humanyun. It took twenty five 
years to finish. All of the 1375 AD paintings however, show consistency in style 
because from the beginning Mir Sayyid Ali planned out to do whole work in 
safavid style'. 
These early illustrations followed the Persian sufavid made, a two 
dimensional decorative way of painting, without shading or perspective. Like 
most oriental arts. It made excellent use of calligraphic line drawing filled with 
brilliant enamel like colours usually hilly landscapes with a lofey horizontally 
formed the back ground the pictures, with the sky either in gold or pure lapis 
iazuiithy loved falower's, which they enlarged out of all proportions as seen in 
Persian carpets and canopies. Indian miniature paintingl 
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The Human figure were shown in three quarter profile. The artists of 
Akbar's atelier illustrated classical Persian a literature such as Nizam's Khamsa, 
Sa'di's Gulistan (Moral tales) Hafiz's Diwan and Jami's Baharistan to please 
aristocratic tastes. The perfect combination of exquisite calligraphy, beautiful 
painting, highly decorative and elegant border's inter spresed with gilding make 
these an aristocratic art and the delight of book lover'sl 
Although Persian school of painting gave a vaster stimulus to the birth of 
Mughal its influence did not lost. Indian learned the use of brilliant colour from 
Persian school. 
Mir Sayyid AN who maintained Persian safavid convention later on Abd-as 
Samad succeeded Mir Sayyid Ali as chief artist in the atelier. Mir Sayyid AN left 
for Persia in 1574 AD, who never returned. Thus a new style took shape under 
his direction and he continued to base himself on Persian style. The 
Hamazanma series consisted of fourteen volumes, each contain hundred 
picture . 
This is in short, the exposition of Persian influence on Mughal art. 
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Chapter 2.4 (c) 
European Influence 
Now in short we shall present the European influence on Mughal 
painting. During Mughal period European influence was revealed more and more 
itself. Soft and less enamel colour's were used-like than in the previous period. 
In the representation of land scope in more naturalistic way. Custom of copying 
European painting was continued in that times book illustration of fables, for e.g. 
/ yar-l Danish and Anwar-e-Suhaile. 
European painting in India first appeared at Mughal court, it received the 
warmest welcome. 
During the long course of its history no date has been more nromentous to 
India than the dawn of the sixteenth century. On the south west seaboard the 
Portuguese navigator, Vasco da Gama, had landed and with his arrival Inda's 
direct inter course with Europe began. Previously there was indirect 
communication between India and west for a long time. Contract had effect on 
the arts India and especially on the paintings of Mughal. When however the 
Portuguese during the sixteenth century opened up communication by 
cotablishing factories at client. Cochin and Goa, the Europeanization the country 
began. The first Indian who display his interest in the hand work of the European 
craftsman was the Mughal emperor Akbar. During his early reign in 1572 AD he 
liad spent a year in the conquest of Gujrat\ 
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In close proximity to some of the westem seaports. "The Mughal ruler 
appears to have been impressed by their knowledge, for in 1577 AD he is 
reported to have retained a Portuguese officer in his service. European were not, 
however unknown in the cities of the Mughal's''^ 
"In 1570 AD one of the priests at Goa was brother Aranha of lisabon, a 
skilled artist and versatile craftsman, who designed and built many of the 
otigenal Christian Churches in the locality, decorating them with religions 
pictures pointed by his own hands"^ 
In 1578 AD he especially debuted an agent of his court, of the name of 
Haji Habibuliha, to proceed to Goa, for the express purpose of making 
investigations . He was ordered to find out personally all he could about the arts 
and industries that were being practiced there and if possible to bring back 
example. Not only he had obtained many objects of great curiosity, but his 
craftsman had studied and made themselves efficient in many newly acquired 
arts . 
"As a preliminary step in this direction in 1579 AD he invited to his court at 
Fathpur Sikri a Jesuit mission from Goa, It was, however, through their presence 
tfiat Akbar made his first acquaintance with European pictures. As soon as the 
mission was established Fathpur Sikri"^ 
"The fatehrs fitted up a chapel in their new quarter's and placed over the 
alter a copy of the Madanna of & it. Lake at St. Mary Majors, which had been 
brought from Europe by fatehr Matin de sylua, Akbar, after three or four days, 
paid a visit to it. On entering, he was struck by the venerable picture . A week 
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later, the emperor came again to visit the chapel, with his three son, Salim, 
Miirad and Danyal. All expressed their admiration of it. When the emperor turn to 
go Blessed Rudolf offered him another Madanna, a work of art which Akbar had 
especially admired. He received it as a very precious gift"^ 
"Towards the ends of 16th century, therefore, pictures of religious 
subjects from Europe were common at Akbar's court and later on secular 
pictures brought in India. There manner in a copy of Shahnama illustrated by 
Akbar, artists is a picture of Humanyun watching a number of women dancing . 
The pavilion in which the emperor is seated is clearly copied from one which the 
artist had seen, probably a position of a palace at Fathpur Sikri. At the back of 
the throne is a wall, on which among other decorative effects is a painted 
frieze". 
There is little doubt that by this time European pictures, religious & 
secular, were the fashion at the Mughal court being displayed in many of the 
halls and Pavillions of Akbar's capital other scene were also depicted in 
European picture such as Cavaliers, (Brave) wearing softbrimned hats and loose 
cloaks, charing across the landscape. The first European person came in India 
was brother Aranha of the Goa mission shortly after the return he meet with his 
death and his place was filled by an English painter of the name of John story. 
Wtio neither the Portuguese nor the English painter, however joumed as far as 
the capital of the Mughal as there was too much work to be done at Goa, 
indecoration of new Church and copying of religious picture. In 1595 AD one of 
these, a Portuguese, accompanied the third Jeseint mission to Lahore and was 
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tfio first European painter to arrive at the Mughal court. Later on he was 
summoned by Akbar and directed to copy in his presence a picture of a Vergin 
M017, brought by the priests. In his Zeal for pictures of all kinds. Akbar 
encouraged the introduction of European art into his dominions, and also 
extended his support to its painter's. Moreover, he ordered the court artists to 
copy all those examples of accidental painting which came into his possession. 
and saw that they made use of them in their work. The pictures from the west 
that found their way into India seem to have impressed the Mughal. 
Akbar's son was also more interested. As a young man Jahangir was 
attracted by the pictures brought by the Jesurt mission. After three years when 
he ascended the throne he was able to indulge his appetiel for European art to 
an unlimited extent. At first he had to be content with religious pictures only. 
There was one features in the picture, taken from European art. This is a 
golden nimabus adorning the head of the Mughal sovereign. On the whole, 
therefore, seems that while Jahangir was interested in all those Europeans who 
had any knowledge of painting and while he also unreservedly encouraged the 
importation of Western pictures into his dominiam, even ordinering his artists to 
make copies of them, as did his father Akbar. If any painter did introduce any 
thing of the west into his picture, it was so transformed so Indianized in the 
piocess. 
When the guiding hand of Jahangir was removed, a distinct increase in 
the influence of the west is observable in the painting under his successor, Shah 
Jahan. He soon began to surround himself with examples of accidental painting 
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is shown by the picture reproduced plate XXIV. In the Freeze above his throne 
several winged figures and mumbled cherubim are to be seen, floating on 
clouds. As distinct from these, however there are less signs of European. Such 
as the increase in the use of shadow, employment of scientific linear and aria 
prospecting and a different treatment of landscape all of which may be 
discovered in the latter painting of the Mughal. 
"During Aurangzeb reign it was doubt ful whether the importation of 
European pictures into the Mughal's dominions was maintained in view of the 
antipathy that this ruler is credited with having displayed towards art generally. 
Never the loss the influence of a foreign style was seen in the miniature painted 
while he as on the throne, as may be observed in plate XXX. In other part of the 
country evidence of Portuguese artists being employed in decorating palace with 
mural paintings has been proved by those on the walls at the Athar Mahal in 
Bijapur. much of the character of which is apparently European. In 1772 AD 
there arrived in India probably the first English painter after Hatflied. His name 
was Tilly Kettle and he remained four years in Calcutta but does not appear to 
have penetrated any further into the country. He was followed by Hodges, 
Zoffany, Longcroft. and Home, all of whom came to India towards the end of 
eighteenth century and practiced their art in several of the larger cities either with 
ttieir arrival the Westem form of paintirig, which has been gradually gaining 
ground in India. They began to produce large oil paintings on Canvas, generally 
uninspiring portraits of Indian nobleman, Indian painting has became merely a 
stagrnent reflection of that of the west"^ 
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Chapter 2.5 
Originality of Mansur 
"Ustad Mansur has become such a master in painting. Mansur received 
the tittle Ustad during Akbar's life time . Mansur was already fine painter when he 
started his carrier during the last few years of Akbar's reign. Mansur probably 
started as a colourist and Margin decorator in the MSS of Gami'ut Tawarikh ;;A 
Godard and B.Gray. Iran NewYork 1961 AD. pi. XXX". His name appears below 
two well-know miniatures of the Akbamama fragment in the Victoria and Albert 
Museum, where he assisted the celebrated master Basawan. "Victoria & Albert 
Mansur. folio 112: Khan Jahan presenting his prisoners in animal skin: drawing 
Mushkina. work of Mansur : Ibid, folio 56: right half of a double page painting 
showing Akbar hunting a gumargah; drawing Meshkina, work of Mansur. His 
talent in rendering subjects of natural history became apparent from those days 
as he was commission to draw the picture of birds, animals and trees in the 
Babamama MSS in British Museum. 
The picture of an unidentified falcover wearing a curious golden jama with 
hunting scenes, birds and animals in Heeramaneck collection may have come 
from his brush. In the well known study of the Turkey-cock brought by Muqarrab 
Khan from Goa in 1612 AD he signs his nama with the appellation : 'amal-e-
bande-dargoh Mansur Nadir al-Asr Jahangir Shah. He notes in the Tuzuk that 
the number of pictures painted by Mansur at his command would exceed 100 of. 
This large number only a few seem to have survived of which the will known 
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picture of the glittering red tulip-like flowers, full blown and bud and a butterfly of 
many hues in the collection of Sitaram Shaher of Benaras bears his signature. 
Description of Paintings by Mansur: 
"Zebra Plate I: 
On the accession on the 16th anniversary of his accession Jahangir 
received numerous presents from for and wide. Among them was a zebra. He 
had never before witnessed one of the kind he took it to be a kind of wild ass 
Gorkhar. He was too wide of the mark. This wild Ass and the zebra are both 
classified under the single genus equus. The present was reserved by the 
Emperor to be sent to Shah Abbas to Persia. 
Four different spices of the zebra are know to exist Equus zebra or the 
true mountain zebra is found in cap colony and Angola. He individual mentioned 
above seems to belong to this spices. It has block strips on a white ground 
running transversely on either side of the median dorsal line and about the whole 
body and legs leaving the abdomen and the inside of the thights white Eequus 
gravpi locks the transverse lines and has stripes on the abdomen. The other two 
E . burchelli and E.B. boimi radically differ from the above specimen in that the 
ground colour of their coat is pale buff. 
"At this time (on the day of the 16th accession anniversary). I saw a weld 
a exceedingly strong stripped exactly like the black and yellow tiger except that 
this black and white from the tip of the nose to the end of the tail and from the 
lab of the ear to the top of the hames black stripes large or small accordingly as 
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it suited to various part bedecked its body, black lines ran gracefully around its 
eyes one might say that the painter of plate has with the pen of monthly 
bequeathed to the album of existence a master piece. As it was exidingly 
strange some were prove to double that it had been coloured after inquiring into 
the truth it become certain that (the lines) were by the creator of the world. As it 
was a unique thing, it was reserved among the present to be sent to my brother 
Shah Abbas'". 
"The Domestic Turkey Cock: 
PiatelJ: 
Foreign bird imported from Goa where it seems to have been introduced 
by the Portuguese from whom muqarrab Khan bought it and presented to 
Jahangir, Jahangir says that the bird was never seen before, nor anytxxJy know 
its name. 
Several species of this bird are hire on the basis of the description given 
in the passage below and in the light of a photograph of the original painting 
ordered by Jahangir, Reference are extant in modem works. 
"One of these animals (Muqarrab Khan brought from Goa) is one larger 
than a Pea hen and smaller than the peacock when it is in heat it spreads out its 
feathers like the peacock and dances about. Its beak and legs are like these of a 
cock. Its head, break and parts under the throat (lappet) change to a deferent 
colour after every little while quite red when in heat - one might say it had 
adorned itself with red coral-now while like cotton now of a turquoise colour. Like 
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a chameleon it constantly changes its colour on the head it has two pieces of 
flesh that look like the comb of a cock. A strange thing is this : when it is in heat 
the a foresaid piece of flesh hangs down to the length of a span four the top of its 
head like an elephant trunk. When again it raised it up it appears on its head 
like the horn of a rhino to the extent of two finer-great round the eye it is always 
of turquoise colour and does not change. Its feathers appear to be of various 
different colour differing from the colour's of the peacock"^ 
"Dipper Plate III : 
Daudui-di in cachari 
Kashmir murree hills, Garwal, Nepal, Sikkim, Tibet, North Assam as far 
East as Tezpur, west to the Khagan valley and the whole N.E. Frontier. 
Cinclus cashmirinis Gould P.Z.S. 1859 AD, 494 (Kashmir). 
"Sow a bird (in Kashmir) from the order of the Saj the Zaj is black and has 
white spot while this bird resembles with the Bulbul (nightingale) in Colour and 
has white spot . It dines into the water remains underneath the water for a long 
time and emerges from a different place. I ordered two or there to be caught so 
that I might ascertain whether it was a water fowl and was wet-fooled or had 
open, claws like the birds of the jungle its feet were not waffled like a duck's. I 
ordered nodirul Asar Ustad Mansur to draw its likeness the Kashmirians call it 
Gulkar that is water Saj".' 
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Original Work 
"A. List of work included in Akbari Period MSS. 
1. Folio of Jami-ut-Twarikh, dated 1596/97., Gulistan Library, Teliran, 
designed by Nanha, Faces by Madhav and work of Mansur. 
2. Khamsa-i-Amir Khusrau Dihiavi, dated 1597/98, waiters Art-Gallery, 
omamenteal chapter headings. 
3. Folio 56 of Akbar Namahh, Victoria & Albert Museum London, designed 
by Mishkina, work of Mansur. 
4. Folio 112 of Akbar Namah ibid; designed by Basawan work of Mansur. 
5. Folios 387a. 387b, 389b of Babar Namah, British Museum on 3714. 
6. Folio 8 of Babar Namah 1598 National Museum, New Delhi (PI. XIII. 
Fig.3). 
7. Folios 35 b, 11 Oa-110b, 112a of Akbar Namah, 1604 British Museum, on 
12988."' 
"(BJ Portraits - Bearing Mansur's Name : 
1. Portrait of a Musician with Vina, collection of E. Craft Murrey, Richmond, 
Surrsgy(PL. XIII.Fig. 4). 
2. Portraits of Jahangir by Manohar and Mansur, Folio 3 of an album of 
Persian and Indian Miniature in the Academy of sciences, Leningrad. 
3. Portrait of a falconer, Heeramaneek collection."^ 
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Chapter 2.6 
Mansur as a trend Shetter 
I was not easy for any painter to match the standard with which Jahangir 
looked at the aninial and vegetalbe world. Among all the painter's of Jahangir 
period only genius Mansur could infuse life into birds and animals and natural 
frishness into trees and flower's.' 
"f\/lansur, like his illustrious colleague f\/Ianohar started his carrier in the 
Akbari atelier when it was at its Zenith. However his bigening of work was so 
good as he was neither a Khanazad nor related to any of the leading masters. 
Starting from the position of an assistant or naqqash, preparing ornamental 
unwans or colouring designs ot the famous masters like Basawan, Mishkina and 
Nanha. Mansur gradually established him self in . The Mughal studio as a 
leading exponent of animal art. When the copy of Babarnama was prepared it 
became apparent that Mansur is spicialist in animal painting. Many unsigned 
portraits of animal, i.e., Moseow Babarnama (Bharat Kala Bhavan). Anwar-i-
suhaili and the (Chester Beatty-Cowasfi Jahangiri). lyar-i Danish MSS. Were 
prepared by him." 
The Portraits of a falconer weare a gold jama curiously embroidered with 
birds, animals and hunting scenes in the Heeramaneck collection were also 
made by Mansur. The other portrait attributed to him was that of Jahangir seated 
on a throne in the Lenhin grad Album it is not signed by him. 
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"Though Mansur concetrated on natural history drawings and numerous 
delightful studies of birds, animals and flower's carry his name. He was given the 
tittle o Nadir-ul-Asr. Evidently, he was ready at hand when Muqarrab Khan 
returned from Goa with the Turkey cock, as Mansur's vigorous and lively 
portrayal of the bird, preseved in the victoria and Albet Museum (Plate 57)".' 
"A large number of birds and animal drawings are collected in the later 
Muraqqa's like Minto Album. The wanuge Album, the Kevorkiam Album, 
Leningrad Album, Dara Shukoh's Album, and Nasir-ud-din Album. A mognst 
these authenticated once are the pictures of a Zebra plate (60) a pair of Indian 
cranes a florican (plate 56) and a hornbill (plate 61)."' 
"The painting is inscribed- A zebra which was brought by the Turk. Who 
came with the Mir-Ja'far from Abyssinia in the year 1030 Hijri. Its picture was 
drawn by nadi-ul-Asri Ustad Mansur in the 16 year. The picture was vividlly 
dipicted with the deep grey stripes on the yellowish body of the animal which 
appeared so wonderful to te empiror."" 
"Among the others the Turkey cock (plate 57), the Florican (plate 56) and 
the Himalayan cheer pheasant have already been notices."' 
At the time of his first visit to the vale of Kashmir during his reign. Johangir 
was enchanted by the charm of numerious flower. Not unexpectedly Nadir-ul-
Asn Ustad Mansur was ready hand to draw delightful pictures of these beautiful 
flowers. In one place the empiror records. The number of pictures painted of 
Mansur's drawing of Kashmir flowers is preserved for posterity. 
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The animal studies by Mansur, Murad, and Manohar constitue a 
unique chapter in the history of Indian Graphic art. A number of master piece of 
zoological portraiture executed by these artist has sun/ived and amonghst them 
none are better known more admired than the creation of Mansur Naqqash. In a 
memorable passage of his menrKDries. The Emperor writes : Ustad Mansur has 
become such a master in painting tht he had the tittle of Nadirul-Asr. And in the 
art ot drawing unique in his generation. 
As Mansur, Manohar and Murad Pale by comparison with the creations of 
Hindu artists, who painted their animal as if they too had an emotional life of their 
own, worthy of being understaood had explained through a Medium of artistic 
institution and expresson cows, for instances, were paintedd by the pahari 
painter's in a manner. 
The miniatures found in the Gulshan album signed by Farrukh Beg. Also 
indicate that Farrukh Geg painted flowers and paints of fantastic shape and 
strange colours. Godard and Gray have published a fine miniature of a young 
noble standing, carriying a white falcon, from the Gulshan album. Tree Pie 
painting was also painted by Farrukh Beg. 
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PART-C 
Chapters 
Lists ofMansur's Paintings 
Chapter 3.1 
Signed Works 
I. "A Pair of cinerious and white necked Gritton vultures", 
Metropolitan Museum of art. 
II. "A salt water fish" C. 1617; 
Red Fort Museum Delhi with autograph note by Jahangir. 
III. "A pair of Tibetan cranes (Gras Nigri collis)", C. 1618-19; 
Victoria & Albert Museum, (clarke, No. 20). 
IV. "Branch of Narcissus", C. 1620; 
Nasir-ud-Din Album, Tehran. 
V. "Bengal Florican", C. 1624, 
with an autograph note by Jahangir; Indian Museum, Calcutta. 
VI. "Chameleon on a Branch", 
Windsor castle collection. 
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VII. "Deer"; 
Metroportitan Museum of Art (PI. XIII, Fig. 5). 
VIM. "Falcon on a pirch", 
Prince of Wales Museum, Bombay. 
IX. "Goldfineh". 
National Museum, New Delhi. 
X. "Himalayan cheer pheasant (Tetraogollus Himalayansis)", C. 1620-21; 
Victoria & Albert Museum (Clarke No. 24). 
XI. "Himalayan Blue-throated Barbet (Cyanops Asiatica)", C. 1620; 
Vitoria & Albert Museum (Clari<e, No. 22). 
XII. "Indian Red-wattled Hapwing (Sarcogramm us Indicus)". C. 1620; 
Victoria & Albert Museum (Clarke, No. 21). 
XIII. "Iris Plant and a Bird", C. 1620; 
Nasir-ud-Din Album. Tehran. 
XIV. "Partridge", C. 1621; 
Farmely in the Golobew Collection Paris. 
XV. "Speckled Bird Standing on a Rock by a Stream (Dipper, Saj)", C. 1620: 
Kevorkian Album Metropolitan Museum, New York. 
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XVI. "Siberian Crane (Grus Leucogeranus Pallas)", C. 1620; 
Indian Museum, Calcutta. 
XVII. 'Turkey-cock (Meleagris galliparo)", C. 1621; 
Victoria & Alberm Museum, London (Clarke No. 23). 
XVIII. " Un Oiseau a' Hantis palles", C. 1620; 
Naslr-ud-Din Album, Tehran. 
XIX. "White Eye Eckstein Collection", 
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. 
XX. "Zebra from Abyssinia with an autograph note by Jahangir", C. 1621; 
Minto Album, Victoria & Albert Museum. 
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Chapter 3.2 
Ascribed Work 
I. "A Falconer" 
No. ins. 
CANH. 
Pescribed: Das (5). 33-4, where attributed to Mansur; Das (9), 169, 
Khandalawala (7) 12. Fig F) thinks it is a late 19th century copy prepared 
at Delhi. 
Exhibited at Asia House Gallery, New York (1964). 
Wetch(6), 31,PI. 19. 
Exhibited at VA (1982) Topsfield (1), 35, No. 34. 
II. "A pain of wild fowl". 
No ins. 
Private collection 
Reproduced and described: Pal (4), 52, PI. P. 158. 
Where attributed to Mansur. 
III. "A Fowl". 
No ins. 
Collection of Geoffrey C. Streart, Painswick, Gloucestershire. 
Reproduced and described : Wilkinson (6), 24, PI. 1 (colour), 
wheere it is described as the work of fvlansur. 
IV. "Bird with long legs". 
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No. ins 
Nasiruddin (19), 1 L. PI 76). 
Reproduced and described : Godard (2), 271, PI. 272. 
Where attributed to Mansur. 
V. "Block buck". 
No. ins. 
Sms, no. 1309 
Reproduced and described : Das (7), 30-1, PI. 13, Fig. 4, 
where attributed to Mansur. 
VI. "Block buck", 
No. ins. 
Kevori<ian (A), MMA. 
Reproduced : Alvi and Rehman (1), PI 4, 
where attributed to Mansur. 
VII "Dodo, tragopan, ducks and Partridges", 
No. ins. 
1 PM (A). HL, F. 80. 
Reproduced : Ivanova, Akimushkin, Grek and Gyuzalyana (1), Eng. Text, 
12 PL 47 (colour); Alvi and Rahman (1), 15-17, PI.2 (colour); Das (5), 37, 
where attributed to Mansur; Shanti Swarup (3), Fig. 98. 
Vllt. "Flominngoes". 
No ins. 
CCJ. 
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Reproduced and described : Khandolanwala and moti chandra (1), 18, 
No. 20, Fig. 20; Alvi and Rehman (1), PI. 15 (colour); Das (5), 36 , where 
attributed to Mansur. 
IX. "Flower Painting". 
No ins. 
CGCNS. 
Mentained : Beach (3), 143, where included in a list of Mansur's works. 
Exhibited at Royal Academy of Arts, London (1949-8), Ashton (1) (ed.) 
155, No. 696; Exhibition of Arts No. 924. 
X "Falcon on Perch". 
Inscription : A mal-i Ustad (work of Ustad) 
PWM. No. 15.302. 
Reproduced and described : Krishnadasa and Kabir (1), PI. 4 and text, 
where it Is said to be the work of Mansur other reproductions : Moti 
Chandra (6), PI 36 (colour); Moti Chandra (7), Fig. 11; Gorakshkar (1) 
(ed.), 41, No. 331, Fig. 331; Ali (1), PI between PP. 52-3. 
S.V. Ustad. 
XI "Hronbiir. 
No. ins. 
CGCNS. 
Reproduced : Alvi and Rehman (1), PI. 17B (colour); Shanti Swaruup (3), 
Fig. 90. 
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Exhibited at Royal Academy of Arts, London (1947-8). Exiiibitiion of Arts 
on 911. Where attributed to Mansur. 
Exhibited at BM (1980). Princely Paintinhg, 17, No. 47, PI. Facing P. 17 
and Frontispiece in Colour. 
Note: An realy ninteenth century copy. Compare with min 21 . 
XII "Indian red- wattled lapwing". 
Description : (fig.) Amal-i-banda-i dorgat Aqa Sahibuzzaman (work of the 
slans at the court Aqa Sahibuzzaman (or, the court at the Lord master of 
the age). 
CW.VA, 1M, No. 126a01921. 
Reproduced and discribed : Clark (2), No. 21. PI. 14 : Shanti Swarup (3) 
Fig. 94 : Das (9) 198 (no reproduction) Clark's identification at the painter 
as Mansur is very dubions. 
On the reverse a Picture by Farrukh Beg (S.V. Man 11.) 
XIII. "Indian fustard". 
No. ins. 
Dara Shukhoh (A), lOL, No. 68. F. 8. 
Reproduced and described : Falk and Ardrer (1), 74, No. 68, F.8, PI. P. 
381: Smith (1), 476. PI. 120 (colour), where it is tentatively attributed to 
Mansur. 
An early 18th century version of Mansur's Min 44. 
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XIV. "King Vulture". 
Desciption : (Fig. 2), Amal-i barda-i dargate Mansur Nadir-ut ' Asr 
Jahandir ShabI (work of the slave of the court Mansur Nadir-ul 'Asr). 
Kevorkian (A), r^MA< No. 55, 121, 10, 25V. 
Reproduced and described : Wetch Schimmel. Swietochowski and 
Thackstau (1), 262, No. 89, PI. P. 263. An early ninteenth century 
miniature with forged signature of Mansur. 
On the reverse is an early 19th century miniature, ascribed to Muhmmad. 
Alam, (S.V. min. 2). 
XV. "Nilgai (blue full)" 
No. ins. 
CPCM, FMC. 
Exhibited at Royal Academy of Arts, London, (1947-8) Ashton (1) (ed.), 
159, No. 718 (reproduction PI. 139), where attributed to Mansur; Michell 
(1), No. 38, Fig. P. 105; Leach (1), Fig. 21. 
XVI. "Pheasant". 
No. ins. 
CBMR 
Reproduced : Brown (1), PI. 54 where attributed to Mansur; Ali (1), 53-4, 
PI. Facing P. 53.; Sarawati (1). Fig. 5; MARGT 1 11 (4), Fig. 4; Shanti 
Swarup (3), Fig. 85; Beach (3), 171, PI. P. 173. where Binney 3rd 
attributes ti to Payog and the period is given as of eariy Shah Jahan 
(1630-40); Das (9). 149-50. 
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Margin Painting : Flowering plants in colour and gold Exhibited at 
Colnaghi London (1976). Robinson (6) (ed.); 184, no. 100, where 
miniature is reproduced on P. 210. 
XVII "Peafowl". 
No. Ins. 
CBMR. 
Reproduced : Brown (1), PI. 23; Saraswati (1), Fig. 8; MARG, 11(4), Fig. 
2; Dickinson (1), PI. P. 48 (below, left); Beach (3). 140, PI. P. 141, where 
attributed to Mansur ; welch (9), 91, PI. 26 (colours); Ali (1), 51-3, PI. 
Facing P. 52; Shanri Swsamp (3), Fig. 97; Koch (4), 49, Fig. 28 (colour). 
Margin painting : Flowering plants in colour and gold. Exhibited at 
Colnaghi, London (1976). Robinson (6) (ed.), 185, no. 99, whre miniatur is 
reproduced on P. 185 (colour plante). 
Extributed at MMA, New York (Indian Festival Programme, 1985) welch 
(11), no. 144, colour PI. P. 218 detail P. 219. 
XVIII. "Partridges". 
No. ins. 
CHV. 
Reproduced and described : Martean and Vever (1), 11, no. 257, PI. 177, 
Where attributed to Mansur. 
XIX. "Partridge". 
No. ins. 
CHV. 
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Reproduced and described : Martean and Vever (1), 11, no. 259, PI. 178, 
where attributed to Mansur. 
XX. "Ram". 
No. ins. 
CRC, MFA, No. 17.3104. 
Reproduced and described : Coomaraswamy (7), 7; Coomaraswamy (14), 
51, PI. 432: Coomaraswamy (16), PI. 94) (B), where attributed to Mansur. 
XXI. "Stmurgh and the army of birds". 
No. ins. 
Anwar, BM, Add. 18579, no. 12. 
Reproduced and described : Wilkinson (2), 16, PI. 12 (colour), where 
attributed to Mansur other miniatures (nos. 11 and 35) in the same MS 
are also attributed to Mansur. 
XXII "Sibrerian erance". 
No. ins. 
IM, no. R. 32. 
Reproduced and described : Simith (1), 475; Havell (1), PI. 61; Das (a). 
197-8. PI. 58. Where attributed to Mansur. 
XXIII. "Study OS Mountain goat in different Postures". 
No. ins. 
Private collection. 
Reproduced and described : Pal (4), 51, PI. P. 156, where attributed to 
Mansur. 
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XXIV "Two ducks". 
No. ins. 
CR, MFA, No. 19, 129. 
Reproduced and described : Coomaraswamy (14), 52, PI. 43; 
Commaraswamy (16), PI. 95. Where attributed to Mansur. 
XXV. "Turkey Cock". 
No. ins. 
IM, R. No. 210. 
Reproduced : Havell (1), PI. 60 (colour); Havell (3), 90-1, PI. 58 (H); 
Brown (1), PI. 53; mulk Raj Anand (3) PI. P. 104; Ray (1), PI. 12 (Colour); 
Dickinson (1), 46, PI. P. 47 (below, right); Das (5), 65; Das (9), 149; 
Shanti Swarup (3), Fig. 83. 
Exhibited at Royal Academy of Arts, London (1947-8) Ashton (1) (ed.). 
159-60 no. 722, where attributed to Mansur. 
Exhibited at NM (1981), Khandalavala (5), 4, no. 163. An unseribed 
version of this miniatures is in SMS, no. 839. See Das (7), 31, No. 34 
(inpublished). 
XXVI. "Two magpies". 
No. ins. 
Jahangir(A), SLB. F. 176. 
Reproduced and described : Kubnel and Goetz (2), 6.56, PI. 10 (colour) 
where attributed to Mansur; Goetz, (2), 151; Dimand (1), 13, Frontispiece 
(colour); Dimand (11), 18, PI. 5; Choitarya (1), Fig. 55; Shanti swarup (3), 
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Fig. 34; Das (5), 39 where the birds ae described as "Rosy Pastors" See 
also Dlcknison (1), PI. P. 43 (above), where the min is wrongly traced to 
Dara (A). 
Margin Painting : Sprays of flowers Painted in gold, interspersed with 
cross-shaped medollions in each of which is a coloured bird {Kuhnel and 
Goetz (2), 6. 
XXVII. "Vulture Perched on rock". 
No. ins. 
CBLA no. 10. 
Reproduced and described : Arnold and Wilknson (1), 1, 45, 111, PI. 80 
(colour), where attributed to Mansur. 
Blunt (1), 49, Fig. 28; Irwai (1), 42, PI. 9; Saraswati (1), Fig. 6; Shanti 
Swarup (3), Fig. 95. 
Exhibited at Royal Academy of Arts, London (1947)-8), Ashton (1) (ed.) 
160, no. 723: Exhibition of Art, no. 961. 
XXVIIi. "Wounded buck". 
No. ins. 
FAM. 
Repoduced and described : Welch and Beach (1), 35, 117, PI. 10, where 
attributed to f\/1ansur; Welch (5), Fig. 15; Welch (7), no. 61, attributing it to 
Abu'I Hasan. 
XXIX. "Zebra". 
No. ins. 
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CG.MFA. no. 14.659. 
Repoduced and described : Coomaraswamy (7), PI. P.7; Coomaraswamy 
(131) 84. PI. 78 Fig. 133; Coomaraswamy (14), 51, PI. 42. Coomaraswamy (16), 
PI 94 (A) where attributed to Mansur. Martean and Vever (1), 11 no. 256 PI. 177 
see also (slamic Art (1), 37, no. 70. PI. P. 47. 
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Chapter 3.3 
Attributed works 
I. "A Pair of Rosy Postors (stumis roseus Linnaeus)" 
in the Jahangir Album, Berlin Stali Library: E. Kuhnei and H. Goetz, 
Indian book painting , 1929, PI. 10 colour where it is wrongly identified as 
a pain of maghies. 
II. "A Peahen", 
Nasir-ud-DIn Album Tehran : Y. Godanrd, Athar-e Iran, Vol, II, Fig. 112. 
III. "A Pain of Flamingoes Standing in a Pool", 
Gowasji Jahangir collection Bombay; Larl Khandalvala and Moti Chandra 
Miniatures and Sculptures from the collecton of Sir Gowasji Jahangir, 
Bart, Bombay, 1965, 18, No. 20, Fig. 20. Alvi and Rahman, op. cit; colour 
PI. XV. It appears to be a work of Mansur. 
IV. "Buck" 
Eckstin collection , Fitzwillian Museum Cambridge; mounted together with 
the picture of white Eye listed above : F.R. Martin, op. eit., vol. II, PI. 219. 
V. "Black Buck" 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York: Alvi & Rahman , Op. eit., PI. IV. 
VI. "Flower" collection of Geoffery G.N. Sturt: 1 Ashton, op. eit; 155. No. 696. 
VII. "Gamecock" 
Collection of Geoffrey G. Sturt, Painswick, Gloucestershire : J.V.S. 
Wilkinson, op. eit; PI. 1 colour. 
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VIII "Himalayan Gheer Pheasant", 
Collection of Baron Rothschild, Paris; reverse of Victoria & Albert Museunn 
copy listed above: Percy Brown, op. eit; Pi. 1 iv. 
IX. "Nilgai Standing in low negelation", 
P.G. Manuk Collection British Musuem : L. Ashton, op. eit; 1 159, No. 719, 
PI. 139. 
X "Peafowl". 
Baron Rathschild collection , Paris : P.Brown, op, eit; PI. xxiii. 
XI. "Some subject", 
exact copy of Victoria & Albert Museum Version ; formerly in the 
collection of B. Qaritch, Paris : Martin, op. eit; vol, II, PI. 220. 
XII. "Squirrels an a chinartree", 
Jahuson collection Indian office Library : J.V.S. Wilkinson, op. eit: PI.6 
colour, S.G. Welch , op. eit, PI. 35 and 35 a colour etc. Borth recognise 
the name of Nadir-uz-Zaman written at the back of the picture ful both 
overlook the name of Nadir al- Asr written along with it. It appears to be a 
joint work of Abu'l Hasan and Mansur. 
XIII. "Turkey Cock", 
C. 1612; Indian Museum, Calcutta. 
XIV. "Vulture Perched on rock", 
Chester Beatty Library, Dublin : T.W. Amold & J.V.S. Wilkinson . 
cattalogue of Indian miniatures, vio. ii, PI. 80 (colour). A reverse copy of 
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NO. 7 ; signed by Nadir-uz-zaman Kenorkian album, Metropolitan Museun 
1929, Lot 114. 
XV. "Wounded Antelope", 
Anonymous collection, U.S.A. mounted with fine smaller studies of dee 
and sheep cut from hashiya a decorations : S.C. Welch & milo C. Beach 
Gods Thrones and Peacocks, 117, no. 10, PI. 10. 
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UST OF PLATES 
(I) Turkey cock with Traqo Pam (Top) and Duck (bottom) 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asr us\ad Mansur 
C, 1612, Hermetage, Leningrad, through the Courfisty Instiliiic 
of Peoples of Asia, Leningrad. Reproduced from M.A. Alvi rmd 
A.Rehman, Jahangirthe Naturalist, New Delhi, 1968. PI. No XII 
(II) Dipper 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asr us\ad Mansur 
C, 1620, The f^etropolitan Museum of Art, New York. (U.S.A.) 
Reproduced from M.A. Alvi and A.Rehman, Jahangirthe 
Naturalist, New Delhi, op. cit., PI. No. XVI. 
(III) Zebra 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asr usXad Mansur 
C, 1621, Victoria & Albert Museum, London (U.K.) Reprodncod 
from M.A. Alvi and A.Rehman, Jahangir the Naturalist, New 
Delhi, op. cit., PI. No. VI. 
(IV) Black Buck 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asr ustad Mansur 
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C. 1610-15, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 
(U.S.A.) Reproduced from M.A. Alvi and A.Rehman, op. cil , 
PI. No. IV. 
(V) Impenyan Pheasant (Male and Female) 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asrus\a6 Mansur 
C, 1612, Hermitage Leningrad, through the Courtsy of Instiluto 
of People o Asia, Leningrad Reproduced from M.A. Alvi and 
A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No. VI. 
(VI) Guineafowl 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asr us\ad Mansur 
C, 1615, Hermitage Leningrad, through the Courtsy of lnstitut«^ 
of People o Asia, Leningrad Reproduced from M.A. Alvi and 
A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No. XIII. 
(VII) Hornbiir 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asr ustad Mansur 
C, 1615-20, Metropolitan Mesuem of Art, New York (U.S.A ) 
Reproduced from M.A. Alvi and A.Rehman, op. cit.. PI. No 
XVII. 
(VIII) King or Black Vulture & Himalayan Griffon 
Painted by: A/ad/r-aMsr ustad Mansur 
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C, 1615-20. Metropolitan Mesuem of Art. New York (U.S.A ) 
Reproduced from M.A. AM and A.Rehman. op. cit., PI, No 
XiX. 
(IX) Floricans (Male and Female) 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asr ustad Mansur 
C, 1615-20, Hermitage Leningrad, through the Couilsy ol 
Institute of People o Asia, Leningrad Reproduced from M.A Alvi 
and A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No. XXIV. 
(X) Spire of Nerium with red poppy 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asr ustad Mansur 
C, 1620, Hermitage Leningrad, through the Courtsy of Insiitntc 
of People o Asia, Leningrad Reproduced from M.A. Alvi ami 
A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No. XXVI. 
(XI) Cheer Pheasant 
Painted by: A/ad/r-uMsr ustad Mansur 
C, 1612, Victoria and Albert Mesuem, London (UK ) 
Reproduced from M.A. Alvi and A.Rehman, op. cit., PI Nn 
XIV. 
(XII) A Bird' 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asr ustad Mansur 
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C, 1615-20, The National Mesuem, New Delhi-1, Repro(Jii(:o(l 
from M.A. Alvi and A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No. XVIII. 
(XIII) White Backed Bengal Vulture 
Painted by: /Vad/r-uMsr ustad Mansur 
C, 1615-20, Ereel Gallery of Art Wasington D.C., ReprodtKod 
from M.A. Alvi and A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No. XVIII. 
(XIV) Himalyan Blue throuated Barbit 
Painted by: /Vad/r-uMsr ustad Mansur 
C, 1615, Victoria & Albert Mesuem, London (U.K.), Reproducoil 
from M.A. Alvi and A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No. XX. 
(XV) A Decorative Spike 
Painted by: A/ad/r-uMsr ustad Mansur 
C, 1620, Hermitage, Leningrad through the Courtesy of Inslilnic 
of Peoples of Asia, Leningrad. Reproduced from M.A. Alvi and 
A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No. XXV. 
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(II Turkey cock with Trago Pam (Top) and Duck (bottom) 
Painted by: A/ad/r-uMsr ustad Mansur 
C, 1612, Hermetage, Leningrad, through the Courtisty Insiitntc 
of Peoples of Asia, Leningrad. Reproduced from M.A. Alvi ,inii 
A.Rehman, Jahangirthe Naturalist, New Delhi, 1968. PI. No XI 
1 -? n 
(II) Dipper 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asrus\a6 Mansur 
C, 1620, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. (U.S /\ 
Reproduced from M.A. Alvi and A.Rehman, Jahangir the 
Naturalist, New Delhi, op. cit., PI. No. XVI. 
Z-^? 
(Ill) Zebra 
Painted by: Nadlr-ul-Asr ustad Mansur 
C, 1621, Victoria & Albert Museum, London (U.K.) Repro.luc ,MI 
from M.A. Alvi and A.Rehman, Jahangir the Natural/st N.'w 
Delhi, op. cit., PI. No. VI. 
/^5 
IV) Black Buck 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asr usXad Mansur 
C, 1610-15, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 
(U.S.A.) Reproduced from M.A. Alvi and A.Rehman, op. oil 
PI. No. IV. 
lie 
(>V) Impenyan Pheasant (Male and Female) 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asr usXad Mansur 
C, 1612, Hermitage Leningrad, through the Courtsy of Institutn 
of People o Asia, Leningrad Reproduced from M.A. Alvi and 
A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No. VI. 
Ill 
(VI) Guineafowl 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asrustad Mansur 
C, 1615, Hermitage Leningrad, through the Courtsy of Instiiul* 
of People 0 Asia, Leningrad Reproduced from M.A. Alvi and 
A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No. Xlll. 
19-a 
Jt"-' 
(VII) Hornbill 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asrus\a6 Mansur 
C, 1615-20, Metropolitan Mesuem of Art, New York (U.S.A 
Reproduced from M.A. Alvi and A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No 
XVII. 
15 S 
(VIII) King or Black Vulture & Himalayan Griffon 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-AsrusXad Mansur 
C, 1615-20, Metropolitan Mesuem of Art, New York (U.S.A ) 
Reproduced from M.A. Alvi and A.Rehman, op, cit., PI No 
XIX. 
15f 
(IX) Floricans (Male and Female) 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asr ustad Mansur 
C, 1615-20, Hermitage Leningrad, through the Couilsy ol 
Institute of People o Asia, Leningrad Reproduced from M.A Alvi 
and A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No. XXIV. 
BS 
(X) Spire of Nerium with red poppy 
Painted by: Nadlr-ul-Asr ustad Mansur 
C, 1620, Hermitage Leningrad, through the Courtsy of Instituii' 
of People o Asia, Leningrad Reproduced from MA. Alvi and 
A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No. XXVI. 
BG 
(XI) Cheer Pheasant 
Painted by: Nadlr-ul-Asr ustad Mansur 
C, 1612, Victoria and Albert Mesuem, London (UK ) 
Reproduced from M.A. Alvi and A.Rehnnan, op. cit., F^ l Nn 
XIV. 
15? 
(XII) A Bird' 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asr usXad Mansur 
C, 1615-20, The National Mesuem, New Delhi-1, Reproduced 
from M.A. Alvi and A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No. XVIII. 
f.?5 
^^^-t^J^^:^-
(XIII) White Backed Bengal Vulture 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asr us\a6 Mansur 
C, 1615-20, Ereel Gallery of Art Wasington D.C., ReproduciMl 
from M.A. AM and A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No. XVIII. 
133 
(XIV) Himalyan Blue throuated Barbit 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asr usXad Mansur 
C, 1615, Victoria & Albert Mesuem, London (U.K.), Reproducod 
from M.A. Alvi and A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No. XX. 
liO 
(XV) A Decorative Spike 
Painted by: Nadir-ul-Asr us\a6 Mansur 
C, 1620, Hermitage, Leningrad through the Courtesy of Insiiiuic 
of Peoples of Asia, Leningrad. Reproduced from M.A. Alvi and 
A.Rehman, op. cit., PI. No. XXV. 
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